Naproxen dose and concentration: response relationship in rheumatoid arthritis.
Information on the relationship between the plasma concentration of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and clinical response in rheumatoid arthritis is sparse. As a result treatment is often relatively empirical. Standard doses are prescribed and an apparent lack of response leads either to the prescription of another drug, or an increase in the dose beyond that recommended. This study investigated 18 patients given three doses (500, 1000 and 1500 mg/day) of naproxen in a randomized double-blind design for 12 days at a time. Using a linear modelling approach we found that three out of four clinical response measurements improved linearly with increasing naproxen trough concentrations, suggesting that most patients will achieve an improvement in symptoms if the dose of naproxen is increased up to 1500 mg/day. However, since trough naproxen concentrations show a less than proportional increase with increasing dose (due to saturation of binding sites on plasma albumin), the improvement in response will be less dramatic as the dose is increased.